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Here we report a simple and scalable bottom-up technology for assembling close-packed nanoparticle monolayers
on both sides of a glass substrate as high-quality antiglare coatings. Optical measurements show that monolayer
coatings consisting of 110 nm silica nanoparticles can significantly reduce optical reflectance and enhance specular
transmittance of the glass substrate for a broad range of visible wavelengths. Both experiments and numerical
simulations reveal that the antiglare properties of the self-assembled colloidal monolayers are significantly affected
by the size of the colloidal particles. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 240.0310, 310.1210.

Light reflection from an optical surface, such as automotive dashboards and flat panel displays, could pose safety
hazards, impair the legibility of displays, and degrade performance of optical systems with multiple optical components [1,2]. Glass with a typical refractive index of ∼1.5
reflects ∼4% of normal incident light from each air–glass
interface. Traditional quarter-wavelength antiglare or
antireflection coatings are widely used on glass surface
to reduce light reflection and increase optical transmission [3]. However, depositing quarter-wavelength
coatings usually requires high vacuum conditions, impeding cost effectiveness of the fabrication processes.
A large variety of antiglare/antireflection technologies
based on simple solution processing have been extensively developed [4]. For instance, nanoporous coatings
created by phase separation of polymer blends, selfassembly of nanoparticle and polyelectrolyte multilayers,
and many other approaches are widely used in fabricating antireflection coatings on various substrates [5–7].
Subwavelength-structured moth-eye coatings made by
both top-down and bottom-up techniques can reduce
light reflection over a broad range of wavelengths and
angles of incidence [8,9].
Nanoparticle self-assembly provides a simple and inexpensive approach in fabricating antiglare/antireflection
coatings. Monolayers of colloidal nanoparticles created
by convective assembly or spin casting have been utilized
as antireflection coatings on crystalline silicon solar cells
and glass substrates [10–13]. Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly of nanoparticles and polyelectrolytes enables highperformance antiglare coatings on nonplanar substrates
[6,14]. Self-assembled colloidal arrays are also widely
used as structural templates in fabricating moth-eye
antireflection coatings [15–17]. Unfortunately, many of
the available bottom-up techniques involve multiple
steps (e.g., LBL assembly) and/or are limited to singlesided coatings on planar substrates. Here we report a
single-step colloidal self-assembly technology that enables simultaneous deposition of nanoparticle monolayers on both sides of a glass substrate.
Monodispersed silica spheres with diameter of 110
and 210 nm and size distribution of less than 6% were
synthesized by the standard Stöber method [18]. The
as-synthesized silica particles were purified by repeated
centrifugation/redispersion cycles in ethanol and were
0146-9592/12/214380-03$15.00/0

finally redispersed in ethylene glycol with particle volume fraction of 0.20. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the colloidal self-assembly process. The silica/
ethylene glycol suspension was added dropwise to the
surface of deionized water contained in a glass crystallizing dish. The silica spheres were accumulated at the
air/water interface. Because of the high surface tension
of water (72.75 mN∕m at 20°C), the strong capillary
action between neighboring microspheres can then
organize the floating particles into close-packed monolayer colloidal crystals that exhibit iridescent colors
caused by light diffraction [17]. A glass microslide
(75 mm × 25 mm) preimmersed in water was vertically
withdrawn at a rate of ∼12.5 mm∕min by using a clamp
attached to a syringe pump (KD Scientific 780-230). The
floating colloidal crystals were evenly transferred onto
both sides of the glass substrate.
Figure 2(a) shows a photograph of a glass microslide
with the right half covered by a transferred layer of
110 nm silica spheres. The high uniformity of the coating
is apparent from the picture. In addition, by comparing
with the bare glass substrate (left half of the microslide),
the significant reduction in optical reflection from the
self-assembled nanoparticle antiglare coating is clearly
evident. By contrast, the photograph in Fig. 2(b) shows
that a floating-assembled colloidal crystal consisting of
210 nm silica spheres (deposited on the right half of

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the colloidal
self-assembly process for depositing colloidal monolayers on
both sides of a substrate in a single step.
© 2012 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 3. Typical top-view SEM images of the close-packed
colloidal monolayers of (a) 110 nm and (b) 210 nm silica
spheres as shown in Fig. 2.
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the microslide) increases optical reflection more than a
bare glass substrate (left half of the substrate).
Figure 3(a) displays a typical top-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the self-assembled
110 nm silica colloidal crystal as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Although a number of defects (e.g., agglomerated particles and grain boundaries) are present, the hexagonal
ordering of silica nanoparticles is clearly depicted. Fortunately, these intrinsic defects (many of them are subwavelength scale) do not significantly affect the optical
uniformity and the antiglare properties of the coatings.
Magnified top-view and cross-sectional SEM images
(not shown here) further demonstrate that the floatingassembled colloidal crystals are monolayers. Figure 3(b)
shows a top-view SEM image of the assembled 210 nm
colloidal monolayer. The single crystalline domain size
is apparently much larger than that of the 110 nm colloidal coating. This is reasonable as the capillary action between neighboring spheres, which is the major driving
force for the observed colloidal crystallization, is proportional to the size of the colloidal spheres [19]. The strong
capillary action and the reduced Brownian motion lead
to the observed long-range hexagonal ordering for particles with diameter larger than ∼200 nm.
The specular optical reflection and transmission measurements of the self-assembled colloidal monolayers
were carried out using a HR4000  NIR512 Vis-NIR spectrometer (Ocean Optics). Figure 4(a) compares the specular reflection spectra obtained at normal incidence from
a flat glass substrate and the floating-assembled 110 and
210 nm colloidal monolayers. The flat glass microslide
exhibits a double-side reflectance of ∼8.5%, agreeing

with the estimation using the Fresnel equations [3].
The reflectance of the 110 nm silica coating is apparently
much lower than that of the flat control sample, especially for most of the visible wavelengths. This could explain the good antiglare property of the 110 nm sample
shown in Fig. 2(a). By contrast, the assembled 210 nm
silica monolayer shows higher reflectance than that of
the flat glass substrate for a wide range of visible wavelengths, matching with the experimental observation in
Fig. 2(b). This higher visible reflectance can be attributed
to the optical diffraction caused by the self-assembled
two-dimensional photonic crystal [20]. However, the
210 nm sample exhibits lower reflectance than that of the
110 nm silica coating for a broad range of near-IR bands.
The total hemispherical reflectance spectra [Fig. 4(b)]
obtained using an Ocean Optics ISP-REF reflectance
integrating sphere are quite similar to the above normalincidence spectra. Besides optical reflection measurements, normal-incidence transmission spectra [Fig. 4(c)]
were also obtained using the same spectrometer. The
110 nm sample shows consistently higher transmittance
(>98% for a broad band of visible light) than that of the
flat glass substrate, while the 210 nm coating exhibits
lower transmittance than that of the flat sample.
The above optical measurements were complemented
by numerical simulations using a commercial software
Lumerical, which implements the finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) algorithm [21], and a rigorous coupledwave analysis (RCWA) model [22]. The assembled
nanoparticles were assumed to be perfectly hexagonally
close packed on both sides of a glass substrate.
Figure 4(a) compares the FDTD-simulated and experimental specular reflection spectra for colloidal monolayers consisting of 110 and 210 nm silica spheres. It is
clearly evident that the simulations match well with the
experiments regarding the shape and peak (and/or
valley) position of the reflection spectra. The intrinsic
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Photographs of glass slides
(75 mm × 25 mm) with the right halves covered by closepacked monolayers of (a) 110 nm and (b) 210 nm silica spheres.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Experimental and FDTD-simulated
normal-incidence optical reflection, (b) hemispherical reflection, (c) normal-incidence transmission spectra obtained from
a flat glass slide and glass slides covered with close-packed colloidal monolayers of 110 and 210 nm silica spheres, and
(d) FDTD-simulated wavelengths of minimum reflection versus
sphere diameters of self-assembled colloidal monolayers.
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demonstrated in our recent work, this bottom-up
approach can be easily employed to create high-quality
monolayer coatings on nonplanar optical surfaces over
wafer-scale areas [17].
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Fig. 5. RCWA-simulated angle-dependent reflection of 600 nm
light from a self-assembled 110 nm silica monolayer.

defects and the polycrystalline structure of the selfassembled colloidal monolayers (see Fig. 3) could contribute to the small discrepancy in the spectral amplitude
between the experimental and simulated spectra. As
shown in Fig. 4(a), both experimental and theoretical results indicate that the reflection minimum is a function of
particle size. The FDTD-simulated results in Fig. 4(d)
illustrate a nearly linear relationship between the reflection minimum and the sphere diameter, which can be explained by using the quarter-wavelength condition for
predicting the ideal thickness (hc ) of an antireflection
coating: λ0  4nc hc , where λ0 is the wavelength at which
destructive interference occurs and nc is the effective
refractive index of the coating [3].
The RCWA model generates almost identical simulation results (not shown here). As the RCWA model is less
computationally expensive than FDTD, we have therefore utilized it in simulating the angle-dependent reflection from the self-assembled colloidal monolayers.
Figure 5 shows the calculated reflectance of 600 nm light
[close to the reflection minimum in Fig. 4(a)] from a
110 nm silica monolayer at different incident angles. It
is apparent that low reflectance (<5%) can be achieved
for incident angles smaller than ∼40° from the normal,
while the reflectance significantly increases for larger
incident angles.
In summary, we have developed a simple and inexpensive colloidal self-assembly technology for simultaneously coating both sides of a glass substrate with
nanoparticle monolayers as antiglare coatings. As
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